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INVASION OP' ITALY

By Edward Gilling, Repesenting the Combined Press

Gioia Plain,

The Eighth racing across Gioia plain today has forced, the German rear-

guard into battle. The enemy, surprised, by the speed of our advance, and unable

to make demolitions, found himself forced to fight to hold up our advance.

As I write he is fighting hard to hold natural defensive land at the

northern end of the plain of Gioia,

He made an abortive attempt early today to hold us, but when we attacked

strongly he retired to a more easily defensible position.

It is quite obvious that he is troubled by the speed of our advance, as it

is not until the fifth day of our landing on the Italian mainland that he is making

any real attempt to hole, us up. This evening he doing everything that he can to

stop) our advance. He has quite a large number of/eighty-eights and mortars in

prepared positions on high ground. Our infantry are closing in as our artillery put
down a heavy barrage on his gun positions. But the enemy is not giving up these

positions without fight,and, from commanding positions on high ground overlooking
us he is contesting every inch.

He has a number of self-propelled guns, which "he is endeavouring -to switch

around and although he succeeded in this project in the early afternoon by evening

our guns were giving him a hot time.

Also for the first time our infantry were in contact with German infantry,
who were attempting to support their artillery from pill—'boxes and positions dug in

olive groves in front of the town.

The first clash occurred when our troops were feeling their way across the

plain. The Germans were holding a position just within the cover of a dense wood

of olive trees and chestnuts. As our infantry approached the wood the Germans

opened fire with a self propelled 88 mortars and machine-guns. It was an

obvious position to hold and our troops were not caught by surprise and they were

quickly repaying with mortars and machine-guns within a few -seconds of the enemy

fire, Whilst one of our companies engaged the enemy who was using riflemen for

the first time, other companies edged round on to his right flank. They got

into the wood and opened up with their brens and mortars, inflicting casualties

on the enemy who evidently decided that the situation was too hot and promptly

withdrew. The enemy retired at great speed to his line of resistance. Our

troops advanced along the road through a wood ’meeting a. demolition of any kind

and they were within a mile of the enemy before the Germans showed real fight.

Then the Germans opened up with 88s and mortars on road. They laid .their fire on

the road junction just as our troops reached it. Their first fewshells fell wide

but later they scored a direct hit on one of our carriers the occupants of which

all escaped unhurt, I with two other war correspondents arrived at a junction

a few minutes later. The colonel at once switched his troops into the high ground

on either side of the road. Standing in the shade of a tall chestnut tree I

listened to the next stages of the battle, I heard the chatter of our

broken by the sharp explosion of enemy mortar bombs.

I watched our infantry disappear from the road as a colonel told me that he

was going to close in from either side. Our mortars were now taking up the

challenge and they sent bombs screaming overhead to woods where enemy mortars were

situated. There was a period of quiet, whies, was followed by the rat-a-tat of

the machine-guns of both sides as cur infantry advanced across the v alley.

Suddenly the Germans started to mortar the road where, we with a group of

officers, were standing. He guaged the range very well and a succession o bombs

fell- around us, We dived into a ditch as the Demos exploded. The Germans rained

down their bombs on the road for about ten minutes but without scoring a direct

hit on the small group vehicles there, although the fragments of mortars

made the trailer of our jeep* resemble the top of a pepper pot and, incidently

ruined my typewriter.
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